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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.76.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail has been created to show a summary of completed
Workflow requests by approval group and separately by user. This report provides data over a date range. [#20286]

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF229 Cleaning Audit and History has been updated to show cleans which have been skipped due to the Roster being set
with "Skip every other clean" on the cleaning days.
2. Additional validation has been applied to rooms when editing. If the room does not have a clean run, however the Room Type Parameter
CleaningRosterInUse is Y, the user will be prompted before saving the changes to the room. [#19287]
3. When updating phone numbers via the Bulk Profile Update, the numbers will be converted to international format based on the SAM Parameter
PhoneNumberFieldValidation. [#19998]
4. Workforce Report SRF287 Resource Transport Audit has been updated to include the camp a person was booked at for the transport on the
report. [#20481]
5. Workforce Report SRF163 Arrival Departure 2 has been updated to allow the transport mode to be specified in the output fields. [#20510]
6. Workforce Report SRF242 Arrival Sign In Sheet has been updated with the option to group by arrival time.
7. SAM Profile Fields have been updated with a category for WorkflowResourceSummary. This category determines the fields shown to Workflow
Requestors in the profile summary. Final Approvers in Workflow see fields as per the category SAMResourceSummary. [#18969, #20611]
8. Workforce Report SRF277 Completed Workflows has been updated with the ability to show comments from a specified approval step for Site
Travel documents only. [#19905]
9. Workforce Report SRF250 KPI Final Approval and Completion Summary has been updated with a sheet called Date Range. This sheet shows
a day by day breakdown of approver activity over the previous week. [#20349]
10. Workforce Reporting has been updated to better randomise times so they are less likely to impact each other.
11. Group Bookings have been updated with the ability to specify an Owner and a Department which can be used in filtering the bookings. [#20387]
12. The Workflow Roster Document has been updated with the ability to create new, or reactivate an existing, SAM Profile. There are 2 parameters,
ResourceViewOptions, ShowNewPersonButton which control these options. [#19294]
13. Both folio commercial accommodation and flights now show the booking reloc number and reference number.
14. When automatic reschedule is configured via Carrier Bookings both the new and cancelled bookings status are updated.
15. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to allow the booking Cost Code to be included in the output fields. [#20595]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where processing a Room Change via Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals could fail when SAM Parameter
MaintainBookingLength was set to Y.
2. Fixed an issue where scheduled Workforce Reports could fail to send because they were cleaned up before being emailed. [#20383, # 20602 ]
3. Fixed an issue where the Visitor people type was not storing offsite shift statuses.
4. Fixed an issue where it was possible to extend a persons booking via the Rooms | Accommodation Departures page, even though they were
inactive. [#20615]

5. Fixed a number of issues with the Folio where the shift status would be incorrectly updated when rescheduling or removing an existing booking.
[#20662]
6. Fixed an issue where the Max Waitlist on a multisector would be set incorrectly. This has been updated to only allow waitlisting when all sectors
allow waitlisting.
7. Fixed an issue where the Night Audit could fail if the SAM Parameter OptRoomFixSplitBookings was set to Y
8. Fixed an issue where changing the first transport as the final approver in Workflow was clearing the second transport. [#20653]
9. Fixed an issue where it was possible to waitlist a multi-sector transport even though one of the legs did not allow waitlisting.

